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4.3. REDUCTION 

Sounds in connected speech can be reduced, and change their quality or even 

fall out when unstressed. 

This phenomenon is called reduction. 

Reduction is closely connected with the development of the phonetical 

structure of the language, its grammatical system and vocabulary. 

Depending on the character of the change, reduction may be purely 

quantitative or quantitative-qualitative. 

Different degrees of length of English vowels depending on whether they are 

stressed or unstressed may illustrate the case of purely quantitative reduction. Thus, 

for example, the English [i:] in the word meliorate ['mi:ljqreIt] is longer than the same 

vowel [i:] in the word melioration [mJljq'reISn]. The same can be said about the 

sound [R] in the words party ['pRtI], partial ['pRSIql], partiality [pRSI'xlItI]. 

Ukrainian vowels may become longer when under stress but the difference in 

length is too slight to be of any practical importance. 

The change in the quality of the sound is generally accompanied or even 

caused by a change in quantity. Therefore there is no purely qualitative reduction. 

Quantitative-qualitative reduction often occurs both in the English and 

Ukrainian languages. As a result, English unstressed vowels can be reduced (turned 

into neutral vowels or change their quantity and quality). 

Examples: 
melodious [mI'lqVdIqs] – melody ['melqdI]; 
sportsman ['spO:tsmqn] (compare man [mxn]); 
moderate adj ['mPdqrIt] – the diphthong [eI] is reduced into [I] 
(compare moderate v ['mPdqreIt]). 

In the English spoken language quantitative-qualitative reduction often occurs 

in reduced forms of form-words. Pure quantitative reduction can also be found there 

but not so often (see strong and weak forms of form-words, table 4.1, p. 140). 

Reduction may be partial or complete (reduction to zero). In the case of 

partial reduction, sounds change their quality or quantity to some degree. In the case 
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of reduction to zero, a sound in an unstressed position falls out completely. 

For example, in the English words pencil ['pensl], cotton ['kPtn], open 

['qVpn], written ['rItn], etc. the vowels in an unstressed syllable fall out completely. 

Examples of complete consonantal reduction are found in the following words, 

where [d], [p] may fall out. 

windflaw ['wIn(d)flL]; 
windbag ['wIn(d)bxg]; 
prompt [prPm(p)t]; 
prompt-box ['prPm(p)tbPks], etc. 

Sometimes the same words may have partial or complete reduction depending 

on the style of speech. The sounds of some words may be reduced only partially in 

full style while in colloquial style the same sounds may be reduced completely, e.g. 

bacon ['beIkqn, 'beIkn]. 
It takes place especially often in reduced forms of English form-words, e.g. 

from [frPm, frqm, frm]; 
can [kxn, kqn, kn]. 

Zero reduction is not characteristic of the Ukrainian language. According to the 

sounds (vowels or consonants) which undergo changes, reduction may be of two 

kinds – vowel reduction and consonant reduction. 

Vowel reduction is the most typical case of reduction in English. In Ukrainian 

there is both vowel and consonant reduction, though consonant reduction is more 

characteristic of Ukrainian than vowel reduction. 

Examples of reduction in Ukrainian: 

               [Е] 
приходили [ПРИХÓДИЛИ] – the vowel [И] may be reduced into [E]; 
вовк [ВОЎК] – the consonant [B] is changed into the non-syllabic [У]; 
джерело [ДЖЕРЕЛÓ] – the affricate [ДЖ] is weakened and changes its 

quality to some extent. 
Reduction, side by side with other phonetic phenomena, is of great importance 

for the development of the phonetic structure of the language. 

Reduction is one of the phonetical means of gradual development of the 

grammatical structure of the language and its vocabulary. 

A pattern of analysis of cases of assimilation in English and Ukrainian are 
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presented in table 4.1 on page 140. 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 

Models of analysis of cases of reduction in English and Ukrainian 

Examples Result of reduction 
Partial or 
complete 
reduction 

Quantitative 
or qualitative 

Vowel / 
consonant 

1. 

party ['pRtI]; 
partake 

[pR'teIk] 

In an unstressed position the 
length of the vowel [R] is 

reduced. 
partial quantitative vowel 

2. 
melody 

['melqdI] 
In an unstressed position the 
vowel is reduced into [q]. partial qualitative vowel 

3. 
pencil 

['pensl] 
In an unstressed position the 
vowel falls out completely. complete – vowel 

4. can [kqn] In an unstressed position the 
vowel [x] is reduced into [q]. partial qualitative vowel 

5. can [kn] 
In quick colloquial speech 

the sound [x] falls out 
completely. 

complete – vowel 

6. 

Ukrainian 
джерело 

[ДЖЕРЕЛÓ] 

In an unstressed position the 
affricate [ДЖ] is weakened. partial qualitative consonant 
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